Reasons to choose Bright Futures
Our Teaching School Hubs (TSHs) and bespoke programme approach
√ Only TSHs have gone through a rigorous and robust process to be designated as the Early Career
Framework (ECF) local delivery arm, removing the risk for schools. Other local providers have not been
through the same robust application process and checks that we have with the Department for
Education (DfE).
√ As a TSH we are being funded by the DfE to deliver this programme which means we will have a strong
support and delivery infrastructure to provide the very best ECF experience for Early Career Teachers
(ECTs).
√ We are making our ECF really age-phase bespoke and embedding SEN.
√ We will work with Faith school leaders to ensure the offer is bespoke here too.

Getting the best for everyone in Greater Manchester
√ We have a strong track record of delivery at scale through previous large-scale Teaching School
Alliances, with both national and regional projects, plus a positive profile in Greater Manchester (GM).
You can read more at http://allianceforlearning.co.uk/about-us/impact/
√ We are a mainly GM-based multi-academy Trust (MAT), you are our neighbours, our colleagues, our
community.
√ Three out of four TSHs in GM, including ours, have chosen Teach First as their national Lead Provider
and this will help to support our teachers who may move across GM areas as well as our Mentors who
will have a brilliant, consistent experience - which is what we all want. This is another reason why ECTs
working with their TSH is so important.
√ The above also supports the intention of the DfE recruitment and retention strategy, through this high
quality and continuous provision of support if an ECT moves within GM, not only will this strengthen the
GM workforce but it will also improve outcomes for both children and young people.
√ The fact that so many GM Hubs have chosen Teach First really reflects the strength of their offer.

Our strong, experienced team are ready to work with you
√
√
√
√

Our Trust values are Community, Integrity, Passion and these underpin all we do and why we do it.
We live by the Nolan Principles of Public Life.
We are approachable.
We have a strong team in place, with great experience of both supporting NQTs/ECTs and being the
Appropriate Body (AB) for large numbers.
√ The Hub Leadership Team and ECF/National Professional Qualifications (NPQs) Team are all experienced
teachers and leaders – we get it!
√ We have strong national partners too e.g. the Chartered College of Teaching.

Why would you not want to work with us?

